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Duty of Care:

“Exercise the care, diligence and skill of a reasonably 

prudent person in comparable circumstances.” 

have the benefit of the business judgment rule and the 

benefit of an expert reliance defence.1

59% report that they find it challenging to oversee cyber 

risk, and only 19% of respondents report that their boards 

possess a high level of knowledge about cybersecurity. 
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Fewer than one-in-five 

corporate directors say 

they received 

cybersecurity 

investment related 

information – mostly 

they get info of past 

events.



Have we thought about the 

impact specific cyber-events 

can have and whether 

management’s response 

plan is oriented properly and 

supported sufficiently?

Are we proactively and 

periodically evaluating and 

testing the plan to determine 

its effectiveness?
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Does the board receive 

key metrics or reporting 

that present the current 

state of the security 

program in an objective 

manner?

Is there someone on the board, or advising the board, who is 

the point person this topic?



Boards should have adequate access to cybersecurity 

expertise, and discussions about cyber-risk management 

should be given regular and adequate time on the board 

meeting agenda.

Directors need to understand 

and approach cybersecurity as 

an enterprise-wide risk 

management issue, not just an 

IT issue.
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There are two major

activities to monitor: (i) the build-out and installation

of the strategic plan and (ii) the effectiveness of

the plan. 

The utilization of dashboards to monitor

the installation and effectiveness of the strategic

plans is essential for meaningful board oversight of

cybersecurity strategy. Denton’s: A cybersecurity guide for directors



Goal: Build a Cybersecurity Capability that also 

meets the boards needs.  Tell them about it.  

Capability: Combination of values, processes and 

resources.

From least to most flexible, and most to least 

impactful on a capability’s success. Clayton Christensen The 

Innovator’s Dilemma



Cybernetics: The study of the 

control of systems by using feedback 

1940s Norbert Wiener

• Halting or reversing disorder

• Human/machine relationship

• Sensors for performance input

System:  A set of things working 

together as parts of a mechanism or 

an interconnecting network; a 

complex whole (Oxford)
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